9th Jeevika: Asia livelihood documentary festival

23 August 2012

As many as 18 documentary (13 professionals and 5 students) films will be screened during the 9th Jeevika: Asia Livelihood Documentary Festival to be held at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi from 31 August, 1-2 September.

**What**
Documentary festival

**When**
31 August 2012 to 02 September 2012

**Where**
New Delhi

**Contact Name**
Sadaf Hussain

**Contact Email**
jeevika@ccs.in

**Contact Phone**
+91 9953133868

National award winning filmmaker, Subhash Ghai will give away the awards to the winners. The festival will also have various discussions by acclaimed filmmakers: Supriyo Sen, Amalan Dutta, Nandan Saxena, Anusya Vaidya.

The films touch upon sensitive subjects such as Mumbai’s night rat killers, life of primitive tribes, sex workers, seaweed collectors. Apart from screening of the films, there will be discussion, dance and drama as part of the festival, for which entry will be free.

Jeevika: Asia Livelihood Documentary Festival is organised by the Centre for Civil Society, a public policy think tank based in New Delhi. The documentary festival is a part of the larger Livelihood Freedom Campaign ‘JEEVIKA’ which helps develop public policy measures to clear the path for livelihood freedom.

[More information about this event...](southasia.oneworld.net/event/9th-jeevika-asia-livelihood-documentary-festival)
India is crucial to sustainable development

Unless we end poverty, we cannot move towards a green economy